1. Jazz Dance is an art that is indigenous to what country? 

2. Jazz Dance is blend of African and European music and dance traditions. True or False?

3. Who was the famous African American tap dancer from Virginia, who generated so much interest in the early 20th Century?

4. Jazz and tap dance was performed in what type of traveling stage shows?

5. The following are all considered types of jazz dance: Charleston, Strut, Swing, Lindy Hop, Cake Walk, Turkey Trot, Shuffle, Hip Hop. True or False

6. The time between the beats (the pause) in Jazz Dance is not as important as the beats. True or False.

7. Who is the “father” of Jazz Dance, known for incorporating street dance movements, Hindu and other folk movements into Jazz Dance, and known for recording Jazz Dance technique?

8. Who choreographed the shows Dancin’ and Chicago, is the character that the movie All that Jazz is based on, and is known for perfecting isolation movements in Jazz Dance?

9. Jazz Dance is an American urban folk dance. True or False?

10. Besides African and European contributions, Jazz Dance movements have also come from Indian (Asian) and Latin dance. True or False?

11. At the heart of Jazz Dance are what two characteristics?

12. What form of Jazz Dance includes street moves such as popping, locking, and breaking, and is often performed to popular music, e.g., Rap?

13. What do we call the blend of Jazz Dance/Show Dance integrated with music and storytelling?

14. In addition to music videos, what else helped to popularize jazz dancing?
Answers:

1. US
2. True
3. Bojangles
4. Vaudeville or Minstrel Show
5. True
6. False
7. Jack Cole
8. Bob Fosse
9. True
10. True
11. The Drum Beat and Improvisation
12. Hip Hop
13. Musical
14. Television shows